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(100) CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Determines the basic objectives of the organizational unit; formulates plans and policies and allocates resources for the achievement of these 
objectives.  Interprets and applies policies established by the owners of the enterprise or their representatives (Bd. of Directors, Trustees, etc.).  
Organizes the unit and determines allocation of duties and authorities to subordinates.  Exercises controls to see that objectives are achieved in 
accordance with basic organization policy.  Fully accountable for the results of the activity of the organizational unit.  This is usually a single 
incumbent position.   

(105) CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER 
Directs and coordinates the activities of the line and staff components of the organizational unit toward the achievement of established objectives.  
Is accountable for the full range of operations of the organizational unit, providing operational guidance and analyzing and appraising the 
effectiveness of all operations.  Acts as Chief Executive in the absence of the Chief Executive Officer.  This position reports to Chief Executive 
Officer, if your Chief Operating Officer is also your CEO, please report position under CEO only.   

(110) CHIEF EXECUTIVE - MULTI FUNCTION RESPONSIBILITY 
Directs and coordinates the activities of major segments of the line and/or staff components of the organizational unit toward the achievement of 
established objectives.  Is accountable for the operations of two or more major functions of the organizational unit, providing operational guidance 
to the executives in charge of these functions and analyzing and appraising the effectiveness of their operations.  Examples of this position might 
include:  Administrative Vice President (typical subordinates being the Financial-Accounting Executive, the Human Resources Executive, the 
General Counsel, etc.), Executive Vice President (typical subordinates being the Production-Operations Executive, Procurement Executive, 
Marketing-Sales Executive, etc.) and similar titles with any combination of major line and/or staff functions as subordinates.  This position is not 
the Chief Corporate Executive or Chief Operating Officer but may report to one of these positions.   

(115) CHIEF OPERATIONS EXECUTIVE – NON-MANUFACTURING 
Responsible for planning, controlling and coordinating the entire range of activities of the organizational unit associated with the non-manufacturing 
function.  Coordinates and adjusts organizational processes and facility operations as needed to ensure the smooth execution of policies and 
procedures.  Typical position titles include:  Vice President of Non-manufacturing, Vice President of Operations, Director of Operations, etc.   

(120) CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER (CIO) 
Responsible for directing all information systems activities within the organizational unit.  This job typically requires a bachelor's degree in 
computer science and 12+ years of experience, or equivalent.  Establishes policies for maintaining current program effectiveness.  Develops 
recommendations regarding new hardware and software.  Establishes budgetary and performance controls.  Maintains documentation on 
current systems.  Provides technical assistance to other functions in the organization as requested.     

(200) CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER (CFO) 
Responsible for the entire range of financial activity in the organizational unit, including both the treasury and accounting functions. The job 
typically requires a Certified Professional Accountant (CPA) and/or a master's of business administration degree and 10+ years of experience, or 
equivalent.  Formulates and recommends policies on banking, receipt, and disbursement of funds, extension of credit, fiscal and accounting 
matters.  Responsible for development of standard accounting, analysis, and reporting procedures, and for exercise of overall financial control. 
This position typically reports to the CEO and will serve as a key decision making member of the management team.  

(205) FINANCE DIRECTOR (NOT CFO) 
Responsible for financial management of the budgeting and forecasting processes, financial analysis, reporting and financial planning.  The job 
typically requires a bachelor’s degree in accounting or finance and 10+ years of financial experience, or equivalent.  Directs and oversees all the 
financial management functions supporting and attaining profitable growth and strategic goals.  This position typically reports to the President and 
will provide support as a key member of the management team.  

(210) CONTROLLER 
Oversees the organization’s development and administration of the accounting systems, practices, controls and procedures that conform to 
accepted accounting practices and reflect operating costs, budgets, and profitability.  Prepares timely and comprehensive reports including 
analysis of financial data, statements, audits and the like covering sales, earnings, profits, cash balances and other financial results.  Typically 
reports to the vice president of finance, CFO or the CEO.   

(215) CHIEF AUDIT EXECUTIVE 
Has overall responsibility for planning, developing, recommending, and monitoring all administrative internal audit programs throughout the 
company.  Directs the systematic audit of programs to ensure the sound application of internal controls as applied to financial and 
administrative activities and practices including measuring and evaluating the effectiveness of accounting and management controls.  
Additional responsibilities may include coordinating outside audit programs and the auditing of joint ventures, partnerships, and subsidiaries.  
Normally reports functionally to the Board of Directors and administratively to the chief financial officer or the chief executive officer. 
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(220) CORPORATE TREASURER 
Responsible for directing the corporate treasury functions of the organization, including the care and custody of funds and other financial 
assets.  Directs the banking, credit and insurance functions, cash management, and the insurance activities of the corporation.  Ensures that 
all financial transactions, policies, and procedures meet corporate objectives as well as regulatory body requirements.   May develop and 
interpret financial and economic data related to short- and long-term funding requirements.  Additional functions may include coordinating 
shareholder relations and Board of Directors activities.  Normally reports to the CEO or Senior Financial Executive. 

(225) CHIEF TAX EXECUTIVE 
Responsible for the development and execution of the company‘s tax policy.  Minimizes tax liability and maximizes after-tax profits and cash 
flows by implementing policies with other top executives.  Will organize and  direct tax research and tax compliance activities. Oversees the 
preparation and reviews tax returns and related reports. Oversees the analysis of the consequences of the organization's past and future tax 
actions and advises organization of the most suitable methods for tax methods that yield the most favorable results to the company. 

(300) HUMAN RESOURCE VP/SVP 
This is the top human resource position where the function is at a senior executive level and is part of the executive cabinet.  The job typically 
requires a degree in human resources and 10+ years of general human resources experience, including management experience, or equivalent.  
A master's degree is commonly required.  Directs and coordinates organization activities related to human resources and industrial relations 
functions.    Functions directed include, but are not limited to, employment, compensation, benefits, payroll, organizational development, employee 
relations, performance management, affirmative action, training, recruitment, and safety.  Identifies and complies with legal requirements and 
government reporting regulations.  The VP/SVP directs all human resource staff usually through subordinate managerial and supervisory staff.  
Responsibilities for functions such as administration or facilities may be included.  Typically reports directly to the CEO and will develop and set 
HR policies subject to ratification by the executive committee, CEO, or the Board of Directors.   

(305) HUMAN RESOURCE DIRECTOR 
This is the top human resource position where the function is staffed at a director level and the job is usually not considered part of the executive 
cabinet.  The job typically requires a degree in human resources and 8+ years of general human resources experience, including management 
experience, or equivalent.    Directs and coordinates organization activities related to human resources and industrial relations functions. Job 
duties include, but are not limited to, employment, compensation, benefits, payroll, organizational development, employee relations, performance 
management, affirmative action, training, recruitment, and safety.  Establishes and implements programs and policies designed to protect 
company and employee interests in accordance with company HR policies and governmental laws and regulations.  Identifies and complies with 
legal requirements and government reporting regulations. The director supervises human resource staff, often through subordinate supervisory-
level staff.  Additional responsibilities for functions such as administration or facilities may be included.  Typically reports to an executive vice 
president or directly to the CEO, and will develop and recommend policies for approval by senior management.   

(310) COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS DIRECTOR 
Director level job responsible for operation of a department focused on employee compensation and benefit programs.  The job typically requires a 
bachelor’s degree with 8+ years of experience, or equivalent.  Through subordinate supervisors or managers specializing in portions of the overall 
function, directs the total rewards function.  Directs program design and implementation, including selection of outside service providers.  Makes 
final recommendations to executive management regarding individual and group compensation adjustments and group benefit plans.  May work 
with the compensation committee of the Board of Directors to coordinate the design of executive compensation.    

(315) CHIEF STAFF LEGAL COUNSEL 
Responsible for maintaining the official records, legal affairs and documents of the Corporation and to supervise all legal matters such as 
interpretation of governmental regulations, review and interpret corporate contracts, etc.  

(320) CHIEF GOVERNMENT RELATIONS EXECUTIVE 
Responsible for representing the interests of the organization in matters involving federal, state and local governments.  Directs the lobbying and 
public policy activities of the organization and coordinates the efforts of operating domestic and/or foreign divisions.  May direct or oversee staff in 
matters involving federal, state and public agencies.   

(400) VICE PRESIDENT OF ENGINEERING 
Executive level engineering job.  The job typically requires a degree in engineering and 10+ years of experience, including management 
experience.  Responsible to plan, analyze and evaluate all phases of engineering programs, plans and procedures. Reviews recommendations for 
designs and methods as well as equipment purchases. Coordinates the creation, development, design and improvement of corporate products to 
conform with established program objectives. Provides engineering consultation as requested. Works with top management to meet organizational 
objectives for all engineering activities.  Directs the appropriate staffing of the engineering department. Controls budgets for all engineering 
activities.   
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(405) DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING 
Director level engineering job. The job typically requires a degree in engineering and 8+ years of experience, including management experience. 
Responsibilities include planning, analyzing and evaluating all or several phases of engineering programs, plans and procedures. Reviews 
recommendations for designs and methods as well as equipment purchases. Coordinates the creation, development, design and improvement of 
corporate products to conform with established program objectives. Provides engineering consultation as requested. Works with top management 
to meet organizational objectives for all engineering activities.  Directs the appropriate staffing of the engineering department.  Controls budgets for 
engineering activities.     

(410) INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING HEAD 
Responsible for methods, layout, process flow and equipment or tooling requirements for the production and/or processing operations.  Conducts 
methods and improvement studies, evaluates work and equipment performance and prepares facilities and capital investment plans, forecasts and 
budgets.  Supervises work measurement studies and the establishment of time standards.   

 (415) HEAD RESEARCH ENGINEER  
Directs organization's research and development activities including:  developing new products, researching extent and use of new products, 
determining raw materials and processes to be used, usually supervises other research or project engineers.  Reports to Chief 
Engineering/Research Executive.   

(420) HEAD PRODUCT/DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER 
Responsible for design, development and application of new or existing products.  This includes the optimizing of product design for purposes of 
manufacturing and/or processing; determining and planning manufacturing or processing sequence, tooling requirements, the analysis of methods 
to reduce operating time and costs prior to release to manufacturing.   

(425) FACILITY ENGINEER 
Supervise, direct and coordinate the maintenance of facility and facility equipment, the design and building of equipment and facility layout.  Initiate 
and plan projects for more effective utilization of space, equipment or manpower.  Supervise and guide engineers in the design and construction of 
special machines, equipment and electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic controls and devices.    

(430) CHIEF MANUFACTURING EXECUTIVE 
Responsible for planning, controlling, and coordinating the entire range of manufacturing activities of the organization. Responsible for all related 
manufacturing activities such as production functions, manufacturing or process engineering, plant and facility engineers, industrial engineering, 
production scheduling, inventory control, quality control.   

(435) PLANT MANAGER 
Manager in charge of all staff and activities at a single plant facility.  The job typically requires a bachelor’s degree and 8+ years of experience, or 
equivalent.  Responsibilities include staffing, administration, production, quality, materials, equipment and financial performance of the plant.  
Responsibilities are often shared with division or corporate functions.  Interprets and administers company policy at the plant level and will typically 
have input on overall company policy.  

(440) MANUFACTURING DIRECTOR (MULTI-FACILITY) 
Director in charge of manufacturing operations at more than one facility.  The job typically requires a bachelor’s degree in business or engineering 
and 10+ years of experience, or equivalent.  Responsibility for production and manufacturing engineering and may have materials, quality and 
distribution responsibility through subordinate managers and supervisors.  Duties include directing planning and process development, equipment 
selection oversight and overall manufacturing performance.  Establishes functional policies and makes tactical decisions within overall strategic 
direction, with top management guidance.  

(445) MANUFACTURING MANAGER (SINGLE-FACILITY) 
Manager in charge of manufacturing operations at a single facility.  The job typically requires a bachelor’s degree in business or engineering and 
8+ years of experience, or equivalent.  Responsible for production and manufacturing engineering at a facility and may have materials, quality and 
distribution responsibility through subordinate managers and supervisors.  Duties include managing planning and process development, 
equipment selection oversight and overall manufacturing performance.  Responsibilities are often shared with division or corporate management.  

(450) MATERIALS DIRECTOR 
Director in charge of materials used in manufacturing or operations.  The job typically requires a bachelor’s degree and 10+ years of experience, 
or equivalent.  Responsible for purchasing, inventory management, and warehousing.  Additional areas of responsibility may include quality, ISO 
certification, production scheduling, outsourcing, traffic and warranty service.  Duties include directing planning and process development, vendor 
selection oversight and overall materials performance.  Some of the above listed responsibilities may be shared with other function heads and 
managers.  Establishes functional policies and makes tactical decisions within overall strategic direction, with top management guidance.   

(455) PURCHASING HEAD 
Responsible for all activities involved in the procurement of raw materials, finished goods and services in the most timely and economic fashion. 

(460) QUALITY CONTROL HEAD 
Responsible for planning, developing, and implementing techniques, processes, and procedures for controlling and maintaining the desired level 
of quality for all goods and services supplied by the organizational unit.  Responsible for reviewing product design, coordinating with 
manufacturing, manufacturing engineering, suppliers and customers to resolve quality problems.  May direct inspection services.   
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(500) CHIEF SALES-MARKETING EXECUTIVE 
Responsible for the entire range of marketing planning and development, sales promotion and sales activities of the organizational unit.  
Formulates, recommends, and implements policies and programs in the areas of sales, pricing, market and product or service acceptance 
research, and related activities.  May also have responsibility for customer relations or advertising.   

(505) CHIEF MARKETING EXECUTIVE (EXCLUDING SALES) 
Accountable for marketing the organization’s products and services in accordance with corporate objectives.  Responsibilities may include 
formulating and executing organization marketing plans designed to increase and promote products and/or services.  Ensures that products are 
marketed in accordance with advertising goals, budget objectives and profit margins.  Develops short- and long-term marketing strategies; 
allocates the necessary resources so projects can be carried out by the marketing team; evaluates and formulates strategies to reflect changing 
market conditions.  Does not include executives with sales responsibilities.  

(510) CHIEF SALES EXECUTIVE/DOMESTIC MARKETS (EXCLUDING MARKETING) 
Responsible for planning and controlling sales personnel, maintaining sales volume and sales plans domestically that are in accordance with 
organizational goals.  Formulates domestic policies and sales plans; achieves efficient and effective sales results according to product lines or 
territories; formulates pricing strategies; develops new sales territories for product distribution; balances inventory and sales margins, etc.  May 
direct and/or coordinate sales personnel (including training, expense budgets, product or territory assignments), customer service, order taking, 
and product inventory.  Excludes executives with marketing responsibilities.   

(515) CHIEF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT EXECUTIVE 
Oversees and directs the analysis of business opportunities via operational and financial research associated with such business ventures.  
Confers with executive team to evaluate new business opportunities, assess potential markets, and develop projects for use in new marketing 
initiatives.  Usually is responsible for development of licensing objectives, initiation of proposals, negotiations, and presentations for the 
acquisition of licensing opportunities and technologies. 

(520) DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS 
Responsible for managing and directing an organization's internal and external communications.   The job typically requires a journalism or 
communications master's degree and 5+ years of experience, or equivalent.  Develops, delivers and monitors programs, messages and materials 
to promote the organization.    Supervises public relations staff, creates communication strategies and may serve as a key spokesperson and 
media contact for the organization.  Usually reports directly to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the organization, and may advise the Board of 
Directors on communications.   

(525) CUSTOMER SERVICE DIRECTOR 
Director of a customer service function.  The job typically requires a bachelor's degree in business or a related field and 8+ years of experience in 
a customer service role with management experience, or equivalent.  Plans, directs and controls the customer service function in order to meet 
company goals. Selects, develops, retains, and directs qualified supervisory and professional staff.  Responsible for planning, prioritizing, and 
setting goals. 

(530) GENERAL SALES MANAGER 
Responsible for field sales and the staff to achieve profitable sales volume.  Generally provides direction, counsel, and guidance for plans in 
marketing, advertising, sales promotion, sales training, etc., and reports to the Chief Sales-Marketing Executive.   

(535) DISTRICT SALES MANAGER 
Responsible for supervising sale of organization products in a single district or area.  Supervises a sales force, branch sales office, or conducts 
selling activities through dealers, distributors or agents.   

(540) REGIONAL SALES MANAGER 
Responsible for supervising the sale of organization products in a  specified region within a major geographical area which, in turn, is subdivided 
into smaller districts or branches.  Supervises District Sales Managers.  May also supervise warehousing or other distribution outlets.     

(545) PRODUCT/BRAND MANAGER 
Responsible for the sales promotional activities and profit margins of specified product(s) or a product line.  Usually a staff position with 
responsibility for coordinating the advertising, pricing, inventory, and the marketing of assigned products.  This position usually reports to Chief 
Sales-Marketing Executive.   

(600) CHIEF INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE 
Responsibilities include:  the successful operation and growth of foreign units (such as sales and operating), development of the international 
market, advising the Chief Executive Officer of growth opportunities and trends in foreign markets with current or new products.   
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(605) TOP SUPPLY CHAIN EXECUTIVE 
This is the VP or Director in charge of the entire supply chain. The job typically requires a bachelor’s degree and 12+ years of experience, or 
equivalent (a master's in business may shorten the experience requirement).  Functions directed typically include domestic and international 
sourcing of materials, purchasing, production planning, inventory management, warehousing and distribution.  Additional areas of 
responsibility may include import/export, quality, ISO certification, traffic and warranty service.  Some organizations may split supply chain into 
upstream and downstream focus, in which case both areas should be reported.  Establishes functional policies and makes tactical decisions 
within overall strategic direction, with top management guidance.    

(610) TOP INTERNATIONAL MARKETING AND SALES EXECUTIVE 
Develops objectives, policies, and programs for international (outside U.S.) marketing and sales activities of the organization.  Plans, directs, 
and coordinates the efforts of all international marketing and sales personnel toward the accomplishment of objectives.  Maintains and 
constantly improves the organization's international competitive position.  Ensures maximum sales volume at minimum cost.  Provides advice 
and assistance to the CEO and other organizational operating units on international sales and marketing issues. 

(615) TOP SALES EXECUTIVE – DOMESTIC/FOREIGN MARKETS 
Responsible for developing objectives, policies, and programs pertinent to domestic and international sales.  Plans, directs, and coordinates 
the efforts of all domestic/international sales personnel towards the achievement of company objectives relative to sales volume and sales 
plans.  Accountable for implementing pricing strategies, sales policies, and plans to achieve maximum sales volume.  Excludes executives 
with marketing responsibilities.  Typical position titles include vice president of sales, divisional sales director; export sales vice president, etc. 

(620) TOP INTERNATIONAL MANUFACTURING EXECUTIVE (NOT REPORTED DUE TO INSUFFICIENT DATA) 
Develops and implements international manufacturing policies and programs to help ensure the competitive position and profitability of all 
international operations.  Ensures that all products are manufactured on schedule and within quality standards and cost objectives.  

(700) CHIEF EXECUTIVE - NOT-FOR-PROFIT 
Top Executive in a not-for profit organization.  The job typically requires a bachelor's degree and 10+ years of related experience, or equivalent.  
May be titled Executive Director / Manager or Administrator.  Responsible for all planning, operations, staffing and budget administration.  Does 
not include top managers of facilities or divisions that report to a higher-level corporate position.   

(705) PROGRAM DIRECTOR 
This is a managerial job with responsibility for directing and monitoring a major program or group of programs sponsored by the organization 
and/or administration associated with giving or receiving grants.   The job typically requires a bachelor’s degree and 8+ years of experience, or 
equivalent (many may have a master's degree requirement at this level).  Programs may include administration of social programs, education 
programs, recreation activities, public service research or other activities.  Incumbents administer programs that are of significant magnitude of 
scope in relationship to the overall organization.  Work may include soliciting, administering and monitoring of grants programs or receipt and 
implementation of grants.   

(710) DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR 
This is the top development management job with responsibility for directing the charitable fundraising activities of the organization.  The job 
typically requires a bachelor’s degree and 6+ years of experience, or equivalent.  Oversees the development of fundraising strategies and 
campaigns, establishes and maintains contact with potential financial supporters, including private and public organizations.  Identifies potential 
grant opportunities and oversees the preparation of proposals.  Work includes fundraising involving both mass communications and personal 
contact.  Work may be in public sector or not-for-profit organizations, including the foundation of a corporation.   
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